
 

Virus spikes have officials looking to shore
up hospitals

October 21 2020, by Lisa Marie Pane and Daniella Peters

  
 

  

An ambulance is parked at the University Medical Center in Las Vegas on Oct.
12, 2020. Spikes of the coronavirus are hitting spots around the United States,
forcing public health officials to scramble to ensure there are enough hospital
beds to accommodate the sick. (AP Photo/John Locher)

Hospitals across the United States are starting to buckle from a
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resurgence of COVID-19 cases, with several states setting records for
the number of people hospitalized and leaders scrambling to find extra
beds and staff. New highs in cases have been reported in states big and
small—from Idaho to Ohio—in recent days.

In Kentucky, the governor called the number of daily confirmed cases
"grim," forcing another round of preparations to expand hospital
capacity.

"We are now going back to our plans about capacity in hospitals,
looking—if we have to—at hotel options and the use of state parks,"
Gov. Andy Beshear said during a recent briefing. "Ensuring that we have
the operational plans to stand up the field hospital, if necessary."

Hotels or state parks could potentially be used to house people who need
to quarantine or isolate. The governor reported 776 people hospitalized,
including 202 in intensive care and 96 on ventilators. There were 1,312
new COVID-19 cases statewide Tuesday—the fourth-highest one-day
total since the pandemic began.

At the other end of the country, Idaho reported its largest coronavirus
spike, with new cases increasing by some 47% over the past two weeks.
Idaho is currently sixth in the nation for new cases per capita, with a
positivity rate of just over 15%—one of the country's highest.

Still, Gov. Brad Little has resisted calls for a statewide mask mandate or
ramped up restrictions, saying it's up to individuals to take the necessary
steps—wearing masks, social distancing and practicing good
hygiene—to stem the surge.

"As a health system, we're all very concerned," said Dr. Bart Hill, the
vice president and chief quality officer of St. Luke's Health System, the
state's largest. "It's indicative of anticipating we're going to see more
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hospitalizations affecting an older population in the next two, three, four
weeks."

Still, Hill said health care providers knew the pandemic would ebb and
flow over time, and the temporary statewide shutdown Little ordered
back in March gave medical facilities time to prepare for the current
spikes. St. Luke's Health System still has adequate capacity for now, he
said.

Nevertheless, "the direction we're heading is one that looks real
problematic," he said.

Since the virus was first detected earlier this year, more than 40 million
people around the globe have been infected and more than 1.1 million
people have died. In the United States, there have been more than 8
million confirmed cases and more than 220,000 deaths. The seven-day
rolling average for daily new cases has reached nearly 60,000—the
highest since July.

In some cases, spikes are happening as schools reopen and as Americans
grow weary of wearing masks and practicing social distancing.

Selin Bert, 48, who lives in Portland, Oregon, told The Associated Press
that her mother-in-law, who is in her early 70s and lives in Mesquite,
Nevada, recently got a severe case of COVID-19 and had to be taken to
the ICU in a Las Vegas hospital, about an hour's drive away. She
suspects her mother-in-law was infected during a visit from her
grandchildren, who traveled from Montana.

Her in-laws, Bert said, were religious about social distancing and wearing
masks. But she's not sure the grandkids were as much sticklers.

"They wear masks when they're outside, the in-laws. I don't know about
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the kids, but I do know that that part of the family isn't big on the whole
mask thing, especially because of where they live," she said, adding she's
not sure the grandkids have since been tested.

"We don't think they have been. I—we don't want to even ask because
now it's become a very touchy subject. Because if someone says to you,
'Hey, you potentially killed your mom, or could have killed your mom,' it
doesn't really bode well for the family reunion."

Her mother-in-law had symptoms for a few days at home and her health
deteriorated so much that she had to be rushed to the hospital after a
family member found her on the bathroom floor. She's now doing better,
but remains severely fatigued, Bert said.

Coronavirus cases are rising so fast in North Dakota that it's taking
officials up to three days to notify people after they test positive, and as
a result the state has also fallen way behind on tracing their close
contacts who might have been exposed.

Republican Gov. Doug Burgum and the North Dakota Department of
Health announced late Tuesday that they're shifting 50 National Guard
members who had been working in contact tracing to simply notifying
people who test positive. And public health officials will no longer notify
close contacts of people who tested positive; instead those individuals
will be instructed to self-notify their close contacts and direct them to
the department's website.

North Dakota, with its loose regulations, still has the country's worst per-
capita spread rate, with 1,224 new cases per day per 100,000 residents,
according to data from Johns Hopkins University. The state's worsening
numbers have prompted sharp questions over how Burgum has handled
the virus. Fargo Mayor Tim Mahoney has called for a mask mandate
statewide.
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In Oklahoma, Gov. Kevin Stitt and state health officials launched a new
plan to handle a surge in the number of people hospitalized due to the 
coronavirus. The plan, announced as hospitalizations in the state reached
a record one-day high of 821, includes transferring virus patients from
facilities in regions where hospitalizations are high to those with more
bed capacity.

Meanwhile, Wyoming health officials have reported the number of
people hospitalized with the virus has increased to 73, the highest since
the pandemic started in March. Health officials say the increase mirrors
an increase of newly confirmed COVID-19 cases reported across the
state since late September. October has been a record-setting month for
cases.

Hospitalizations in Ohio have also hit a new high, with 1,154 people
hospitalized and 158 on ventilators—the highest number since July.

Republican Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine said Monday he was caught off-
guard by the spike in cases and pleaded again for Ohioans to wear masks
and keep themselves socially distanced.

And in Boston, Mayor Marty Walsh said public schools will switch to all-
remote learning because of a rising number of cases. The city's seven-
day average positive test rate is currently 5.7%, an increase from 4.5%
last week. Walsh said students will remain in remote learning until there
are two full weeks of falling infection rates.

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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